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RECOMMENDED

WEBHELP

Speedbit Help - Why don’t I see my heart rate on
device?

Why don’t I see my heart rate on my Speedbit device? ...
device isn’t showing your heart rate, try the following tro
tips in the order shown...After each tip, view y...

Coveo for Salesforce is the intelligent search application that
powers support experiences for some of the biggest, most
innovative brands in the world. Harnessing AI-powered search
and machine learning at the core, Coveo delivers relevant
content to your customers, partners and employees while
boosting case deflection and maximizing agent productivity.

RECOMMENDED

WEBHELP

How to track your heart rate with Speedbit Blaze

To track heart rate, your band should late ﬂat, a a ﬁnger’
wrist bone...For better readings during eercise, wear the
your wrist - about 2-3 ﬁnger widths above...

MESSAGE
Re: Flex 2 didn’t reset, won’t reset?

Ifnit didn’t reset overnight there is nothing you can do to
steps... You’ll just have to live with it and hopefully it will
Let us know if you have further problems
From: NellyG
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UNIFY ALL OF
YOUR CONTENT SOURCES

CONTINUOUSLY
IMPROVE RESULTS

UNDERSTAND WHAT DRIVES
SUCCESS WITH ANALYTICS

More than 50 secure search
connectors, including Salesforce
Knowledge, Dropbox, Box, Gmail,
Google Drive, and push APIs.

Integrated machine-learning analyzes
what helps your users self-serve, then
automatically optimizes the search
experience for future users.

Admins can quickly identify trends,
content gaps and measure KPIs like
case deflection.

COVEO FOR SALESFORCE
SERVICE CLOUD
Give support engineers access to all the content they
need, wherever it resides, within their Service Cloud
console. Upskill your employees by offering them
proactive recommendations based on the case-at-hand.

COVEO FOR SALESFORCE
PLATFORM
Deliver all the content your employees need, right at
their fingertips. Help them become more proficient by
turning your app into the hub for all your enterprise
knowledge, and by suggesting the best information
available based on their own context.

COVEO FOR SALESFORCE
SALES CLOUD
Accelerate sales rep productivity by delivering the
most relevant collateral directly inside their Sales
Cloud screen. Coveo Machine Learning identifies
the best content regardless of where the content
resides to help your field teams sell faster and
more efficiently.

COVEO FOR SALESFORCE
COMMUNITY CLOUD
Equip your community members to self-serve and
automatically deliver proactive recommendations to
make other members even more successful.
Empower members with Intelligent Search across all
content sources to maximize self-service and case
deflection.
Accelerate sales rep productivity by delivering the
most relevant collateral directly inside their Sales
Cloud screen. Coveo Machine Learning identifies the
best content regardless of where the content resides
to help your field teams sell faster and more efficiently.
With the Free Edition, Coveo now delivers a
fast, barrier-free onramp to infusing self-learning
technology and an intuitive user interface into any
Salesforce Community. The Coveo for Salesforce Free
Edition searches all of your Salesforce content and
delivers insights for continuous improvement.

WWW.COVEO.COM/SALESFORCE | INFO@COVEO.COM | +1.800.635.5476

A COVEO EDITION FOR EVERY BUSINESS NEED
All Coveo for Salesforce editions are built on the same
cloud-based intelligent search platform with Coveo
Machine Learning at its core and offer a full range of AIpowered search solutions to fit every customer support
need regardless of business size, complexity or industry.

This enables users of the Free Edition to have the
option to seamlessly upgrade to the Pro and Enterprise
Editions with no business disruptions or strain on IT.
Using simple drag and drop tools, Coveo for Salesforce
Pro Edition customers can add cloud-based content
from various sources.

Natively Built for Salesforce
With 9 out-of-the box Lightning Components
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Speedbit Help - Why don’t I see my heart rate on my Speedbit
device?
Why don’t I see my heart rate on my Speedbit device? ...If your Speedbit
device isn’t showing your heart rate, try the following troubleshooting
tips in the order shown...After each tip, view y...

RECOMMENDED

WEBHELP

How to track your heart rate with Speedbit Blaze
To track heart rate, your band should late ﬂat, a a ﬁnger’s width above your
wrist bone...For better readings during eercise, wear the band higher up
your wrist - about 2-3 ﬁnger widths above...

MESSAGE
Re: Flex 2 didn’t reset, won’t reset?
Ifnit didn’t reset overnight there is nothing you can do to get rid of the
steps... You’ll just have to live with it and hopefully it will reset tonight...
Let us know if you have further problems
From: NellyG
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Coveo for Salesforce
Service Cloud

Coveo for Salesforce
Community Cloud

Learn how Coveo brings Intelligent Search & Insights to Salesforce at
COVEO.COM/SALESFORCE
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